
Privay in Database Publishing: A BayesianPerspetiveAlin Deutsh?Department of Computer Siene and EngineeringUniversity of California San Diego9500 Gilman Dr., La Jolla, CA, 92093-0404, USAdeutsh�s.usd.eduSummary. We present a unifying perspetive of privay guarantees in view-basedand generalization-based publishing. This perspetive uses a generi Bayesian pri-vay model whih generalizes both types of publishing senarios and allows us torelate seemingly disparate privay guarantees found in the literature.1 IntrodutionDatabase publishing systems export parts of a proprietary database for on-sumption by lient appliations. The design of a publishing system is subjetto two oniting requirements. On one hand, the data owner needs to publishappropriate parts of the proprietary data to support various interations withher lients. On the other hand she must protet ertain sensitive data frombeing dislosed to lients.In this hapter, we disuss data privay whih pertains to defense againstattakers who aess the data legally. These attakers are regular lients whoinspet the published data and potentially ombine it with external knowledgeto infer information about the seret data. Note that privay is orthogonalto data seurity, whose goal is defense against unauthorized aess to thedatabase using aess ontrol mehanisms.We fous on two lasses of publishing systems. In view-based publishing,the owner spei�es the data to be released by means of views de�ned insome standard query language. In generalization-based publishing, the releaseddata is spei�ed using a formalism of inomparable expressive power, namelyanonymization using generalization funtions. Examples of anonymization viageneralization inlude replaing a person's atual age by an age range, remov-ing the least signi�ant digits of the zip ode, et.? Funded by an Alfred P. Sloan fellowship and by NSF CAREER award IIS-0347968.



2 Alin DeutshThe two orresponding lines of privay researh have evolved indepen-dently, yielding di�erent formalisms for stating privay guarantees. In thishapter, we show that privay guarantees in view-based and generalization-based publishing are related, being both partiular ases of guarantees ina general privay model. We all this model the Generi Bayesian Privay(GBP) model as it o�ers guarantees based on the revision of the attaker'sbelief about the seret between the state before and after seeing the publisheddata.We start by developing in Setion 2 a generi model for attaks attempt-ing to glean knowledge about the sensitive part of the database starting fromthe published part thereof, also exploiting external knowledge. In Setion 3,we show how privay guarantees developed for view-based publishing systemsan be ast as partiular ases in the GBP model. Then in Setion 4 weonnet generalization-based publishing to the GBP model. Exploiting theuniform formalization using the GBP model, Setion 5 ompares various pri-vay guarantees from both view-based and generalization-based publishing.Finally, Setion 6 shows how the GBP model an be applied to formulateand hek meaningful privay guarantees for publishing in open-world infor-mation integration systems.2 GBP: A Generi Bayesian Privay ModelThe published data. The data owner publishes part of the database D,possibly after some proessing suh as �ltering, aggregation, anonymization,et. For the purpose of our disussion, this proessing an be modeled as afuntion V , whose result V(D) is being released.The seret. The owner wishes to keep sensitive data seret. Sine sen-sitivity depends on the appliation and is best judged by the data owner,she must be provided with the possibility to delare whih data is to be keptseret. The seret may be a subset of the database, possibly altered by pro-essing, whih we shall model as another funtion S, whose result S(D) is theseret.We note that in the generi model, V and S are arbitrary funtions fromdatabases to databases. However, in the running example of this setion, weshall express suh funtions by queries. We shall see in Setion 4 examples offuntions expressed di�erently, as anonymization funtions.Example 1. Consider a database whose only relation ontains tuples assoiat-ing the patient with the ailment he su�ered from and the dotor who treatedhim: PDA(patient,dotor,ailment):The seret S is the assoiation between patients and their ailment, spei�ableby the owner for instane using query S(p; a) :� PDA(p; d; a):



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 32.1 AttaksIn this model we only onsider attakers who aess the data legally by in-speting the published data V(D), using it together with external knowledgeto infer information about the seret S(D). The defense against unauthorizedaess to the database is beyond the sope of this model.Possible databases. Ideally, the attaker would like to reverse-engineerD starting from the observed published data V(D). This would immediatelylead to the full dislosure of the seret: the attaker ould ompute the seretby diretly running S over D. Of ourse, V is likely to be a lossy data transfor-mation, thus preluding the unequivoal identi�ation of its arguments fromits output. In general there may be (potentially in�nitely) many databaseswhih have the same image as D under V . The attaker annot distinguishamong them solely by observing the published data V(D), regardless of theomputational resoures at his disposal. Therefore, in the absene of exter-nal knowledge about D, all databases with the same image are possible fromthe attaker's point of view (we will shortly introdue the attaker's externalknowledge into the model). We therefore refer to the set [D℄V of databases asthe possible databases given V(D):[D℄V := fD0 j V(D0) = V(D)g:Example 2. Continuing Example 1, assume that the owner publishes a viewlisting all the patients Vp(p) :� PDA(p; d; a) and one listing all ailmentstreated by the hospital: Va(a) :� PDA(p; d; a): Assume that on the atualdatabase D, Vp(D) yields fJohn, Janeg and Va(D) yields fu, pneumoniag.Then some of the possible databases orresponding to the observed views areD1 = f (John, do1, u), (Jane, do2, pneumonia) g, D2 = f (John, do3, u),(John, do3, pneumonia), (Jane, do4, u) g, et., where doi are unknowndotor names.Clearly the set of possible databases may be very large. For example, on-sider the ase when the published data is a projetion of a table. By observingthe published table (and using no external knowledge about the data), an at-taker must assume any possible ompletion for the missing olumns. This isthe ase in Example 2 if the attaker does not know the set of all possibledotors.It is therefore not a priori given that the attaker is even able to enumerateall possible databases. In the following, we assume the worst-ase senario forthe owner, namely that the attaker omes up with some �nite representationof the set of possible databases whih he uses for reasoning about the seret.Note that the more advantage we assume for the attaker, the stronger anyprivay guarantees based on these assumptions.Possible serets. Sine the owner ares about guarding only the seret(rather than the non-sensitive parts of the database), the privay model fo-uses on possible serets. From a reasonable attaker's point of view, a seret



4 Alin Deutshs is possible only if it is witnessed by some possible database i.e. if there existsD0 2 [D℄V suh that s = S(D0). Without worrying yet whether the attakeran even ompute all possible serets, note that they provide an upper boundon the set of andidates for the seret whih an attaker needs to onsider.Let us denote the set of possible serets with S([D℄V ):S([D℄V) := fS(D0) j D0 2 [D℄Vg:In partiular, the atual seret S(D) is a possible seret: S(D) 2 S([D℄V).Example 3. Continuing Example 2, the possible serets are obtained by run-ning the S over eah possible database. We obtain s1 = S(D1) = f(John, u),(Jane, pneumonia)g, s2 = S(D2) = f (John, u), (John, pneumonia), (Jane,u) g, et.The optimal attak: ompute possible serets and use externalknowledge. In the absene of external knowledge, possible serets are indis-tinguishable with respet to the published data V(D) and even with unlim-ited omputational resoures the best an attaker an hope for is to reverse-engineer S([D℄V). Towards a onservative privay guarantee, let's assume thatthe attaker is suessful at this task, handling the ase of in�nitely many pos-sible serets by oming up with a �nite representation thereof.2 If there is onlyone possible seret, then the atual seret is exposed and the attaker's taskaomplished. In the (likely) ase of several possible serets, a sophistiatedattaker improves his hanes of singling out the atual seret by whittlingdown S([D℄V ) using external knowledge. If several possible serets remaineven now, the attaker is fored to guess the atual seret among them. How-ever, the guess does not have to be uneduated: while the attaker's externalknowledge may be insuÆient to further rule out any possible serets, it ouldstill inuene the attaker's beliefs about the relative likelihood of the possibleserets. This would enable the attaker to pik the seret he believes likeli-est. Finally, if the attaker deemed several possible serets equally likely butlikelier than all others, he would be fored to guess at random among them.Modeling attaker's belief. The attaker's external knowledge an per-tain to the possible databases or exlusively to the possible serets. Note thatany attaker who forms an opinion on how to rank possible databases an inferthe ranking of the orresponding serets and is therefore at least as knowl-edgeable (and dangerous) as an attaker who does not understand or areabout the underlying database, fousing solely on the seret.To defend against the more dangerous lass of attakers, we model theattaker's a priori belief (i.e. before observing V(D)) as a probability distri-bution Æ on all databases. This indues a belief (probability distribution) PÆon all serets as follows: given andidate seret s, the probability PÆ[s℄ that sis the atual seret is the sum of probabilities of all databases witnessing s:2 We know suh representations exist: (an admittedly rude) one is given by thede�nition of V together with V(D).



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 5PÆ [s℄ := Xs=S(D0) Æ(D0): (1)Æ also indues the probability PÆ [V(D)℄ that the published data is V(D):PÆ[V(D)℄ := XD02[D℄V Æ(D0):The atual release of the published data auses a revision of the attaker'sbelief about the probability of s being the atual seret. We all this the aposteriori probability, and it is the onditional probability PÆ[sjV(D)℄:PÆ [sjV(D)℄ = PÆ[s ^ V(D)℄PÆ [V(D)℄ = PD02[D℄V ;S(D0)=s Æ(D0)PD02[D℄V Æ(D0) : (2)Classes of attakers. For all privay guarantees we onsider next, weonservatively assume that the attaker is able to reverse-engineer the pos-sible databases and serets from the published data. Attakers are thereforedistinguished from eah other exlusively by their belief about the likelihood ofdatabases, as indued by the external knowledge they possess. Consequently,in the following we haraterize an attaker by the probability distribution Æhe assoiates on all databases. A lass of attakers we wish to defend againstis then desribed by a family P of probability distributions.2.2 Privay GuaranteesPrivay guarantees rule out privay breahes. We list below several alternativeguarantees that generalize guarantees onsidered in the literature. Eah oneis determined by the de�nition of what onstitutes a \breah".Extent-Dependent Guarantees. We start with a lass of guaranteeswhih depend on the extent of atual database D. Eah of them take asargument a publishing funtion V and hold if and only if publishing V(D)does not breah privay.No omplete database exposure (NDED). The worst ase of breahonsists in omplete exposure of the atual database D. That is, the breah isde�ned as the ase when the only possible database is D: [D℄V = fDg. In thisase, an attaker who suessfully reverse-engineers the possible databasesretrieves the atual database and an then ompute any seret funtion S onit. The guarantee of no database exposure, denoted NDED(V), requires atleast two possible databases:NDED(V) := j[D℄V j � 2:Example 4. Assume that in the setting of Example 1, the hospital publishesa view revealing whih dotors every patient sees: VPD(p; d) :� PDA(p; d; a):An additional view is published as well, listing whih ailments every dotor is



6 Alin Deutshtreating: VDA :� PDA(p; d; a): If for some database D the view extents areVPD(D) = f (John, Dr. MaDonald) g and VDA(D) = f (Dr. MaDonald,pneumonia) g, then D is exposed sine [D℄VPD;VDA is the PDA table with thesingle tuple f (John, Dr. MaDonald, pneumonia) g. If on the other hand theattaker observes VPD(D) = f (John, Dr. MaDonald), (Jane, Dr. MaDon-ald) g and VDA(D) = f (Dr. MaDonald, u), (Dr. MaDonald, pneumonia)g, then D is not exposed sine there are several possible databases. One inwhih John has u and Jane pneumonia, on in whih John has both diseasesand Jane has u, et.No omplete seret exposure (NSEDS ). Even if the atual databaseis not exposed, it may be that all possible databases have the same imageunder S, thus ompletely exposing the seret. To guard against this ase,we de�ne the breah as having a single possible seret: S([D℄V) = fS(D)g.Non-exposure of the seret requires at least two possible serets:NSEDS (V) := jS([D℄V )j � 2:Example 5. For the shema of Example 1, assume that the hospital publishesthe view VP from Example 1 and view VDA from Example 4. If the attakerobserves VP (D) = f (John), (Jane) g and VDA(D) = f (Dr. MaDonald,pneumonia), (Dr. Zhivago, pneumonia) g, then D is not exposed sine thereare several possible databases: one in whih John sees Dr. MaDonald andJane Dr. Zhivago, one in whih they swap dotors, one in whih John seesboth dotors and Jane only one of them, et. And yet, the seret is exposed,sine both dotors treat the same disease so no matter whom they see, bothJohn and Jane must su�er from pneumonia.No belief revision (NBRDP;S). The non-exposure guarantees ful�ll onlythe very basi owner expetations. They do not suÆe to put her mind atease sine attakers an \learn" something about some andidate seret, thusimproving their odds of guessing the atual seret.For a given attaker desribed by probability distribution Æ, we de�ne\learning something about andidate seret s" in the strongest, information-theoreti sense, as revision of attaker's belief about the seret. The beliefrevision is the hange between the Æ-indued a priori and a posteriori be-liefs that s is the seret. Formally, a belief revision ours preisely whenPÆ [sjV(D)℄ 6= PÆ [s℄. The guarantee that no attaker from a lass P reviseshis belief amounts toNBRDP;S(V) := 8s 8(Æ 2 P) PÆ [sjV(D)℄ = PÆ [s℄:This guarantee is preferred by the owner beause it makes no assumptionson the attaker's omputational resoures. When the guarantee holds, theowner an rest assured that nothing an be learned about the seret. Thefollowing example however shows that suh a guarantee is often unreasonablystrong and is violated by most publishing funtions, whih is why we need toset our sights on more relaxed guarantees.



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 7Example 6. Consider the database from Example 1. Suppose that the ownerexports the projetion of the PDA relation on its dotor attribute:V (d) :� PDA(p; d; a). Sine neither patients nor ailments are exported, thispublishing is seemingly safe. However, an attaker an still learn from it some(small amount of) information about the seret. Indeed, if the published listof dotors is empty, then the atual database relation must be empty as well,so no patient an su�er from any ailment. An attaker whose belief assignsnon-zero probability to a possible seret ontaining at least one ailing patientwill therefore revise this belief a posteriori. If however there is even one dotorin the published list, then there is a non-zero probability of a ertain patientsu�ering from some disease. An attaker who is a priori ertain that thereare no ailing patients must revise his belief as well. Clearly, at least these twoattakers have learned something about the seret upon observing the list ofdotors, and the idealized guarantee NBRDP;S is violated. At the same time,ruling out this publishing amounts to asking the owner to release no datawhatsoever, even if she avoids the attributes involved in the seret.No further belief revision (NFBRDP;S). Sine the guarantees NDEand NSES are too weak, and the ideal guarantee NBRP;S is too strong, weonsider a more pragmati guarantee: it assumes that the owner is willingto live with the urrent level in attaker's belief as indued by the alreadypublished data V(D), but wants to make sure that publishing any furtherdata will not lead to further belief revision. Formally, denoting with N thenew publishing funtion whih the owner ontemplates, a breah ours whenPÆ [sjV(D)℄ 6= PÆ [sjV(D) ^ N (D)℄. Here, PÆ[sjV(D) ^ N (D)℄ is the belief ofthe attaker desribed by distribution Æ that s is the seret, provided thatboth V(D) and N (D) are published:PÆ [sjV(D) ^N (D)℄ = PÆ[s ^ V(D) ^ N (D)℄PÆ [V(D) ^N (D)℄ = PD02[D℄V\[D℄N ;S(D0)=s Æ(D0)PD02[D℄V\[D℄N Æ(D0) : (3)The assoiated guarantee is the following:NFBRDP;S(N ;V) := 8s8(Æ 2 P) PÆ[sjV(D)℄ = PÆ [sjV(D) ^ N (D)℄:Example 7. Assume that on the shema from Example 1, the owner hasalready published V = (Vp; Va) where Vp; Va are the views from Exam-ple 2. The owner is urrently ontemplating the publishing of the twonew views N = (VPD ; VDA) from Example 4. Suppose that Vp(D) =f(John),(Jane),(Jak)g, and Va(D) =f(pneumonia),(u),(old)g. From thisobservation, any attaker an reverse-engineer the set of possible databases.This inludes, among others, the database D1 = f(John,do1,pneumonia),(Jane,do2,u), (Jak,do3,old)g, yielding the seret s1 = S(D1) = f(John,pneumonia), (Jane,u), (Jak,old)g. Given an attaker desribed by somedistribution Æ, assume that his a priori belief that s1 is the seret is non-zero



8 Alin DeutshPÆ [s1jV(D)℄ > 0. Now assume that the attaker were to observe the extentsof the new views, whih are VPD = f (John, Dr. MaDonald), (Jane,Dr.Zhivago), (Jak,Dr. Zhivago) g and VDA = f (Dr. MaDonald, u), (Dr.Zhivago, pneumonia), (Dr. Zhivago, old) g The attaker must now reviseto 0 his a posteriori belief that s1 is the seret. Indeed, only Dr. Zhivagotreats pneumonia, but John sees Dr. MaDonald, therefore John annot havepneumonia: PÆ [s1jV(D) ^ N (D)℄ = 0.An alternative intuition for the no-further-belief-revision guarantee is thefollowing. After observing V(D), the attaker reverse-engineers the possibledatabases [D℄V and uses his bakground knowledge to assign a likelihood toeah of them. After subsequently observing N (D), the attaker rules out alldatabases whih are possible for V(D) but not for N (D), being left with onlythose in [D℄V\[D℄N . Ruling out even one database results in re-distributing itsprobability over the remaining ones, thus potentially modifying the attaker'sa posteriori belief about the seret. For instane, in an extreme ase, thepossible databases in [D℄V may witness two serets s1 and s2. If [D℄V \ [D℄Nrules out all witnesses of s2 (and maybe also some but not all witnesses ofs1), then by (3) the attaker's belief about the seret being s2 drops to 0 andthe belief of s1 beomes 1, i.e. ertainty.This intuition is formalized by the following result.Theorem 1 ([8℄). Let P ontain all possible distributions, thus modeling allattakers. Then for every database D and seret S no attaker's belief is re-vised upon observing N (D) if and only if the possible databases do not hange:8D 8S NFBRDP;S(N ;V), [D℄V = [D℄V \ [D℄NNote that despite being de�ned in probabilisti fashion, the no-further-belief-revision guarantee remarkably redues by Theorem 1 to a purely model-theoreti problem involving reasoning solely about possible databases.Bounded belief revision (BBRDP;S). It is often useful to onsider relax-ing privay guarantees to allow desirable publishing funtions. We next on-sider a natural relaxation of the NBRDP;S guarantee of no belief revision, whiho�ers the owner more ontrol over the trade-o� between privay and utilityof publishing funtions. The idea is to allow revision, but only if boundedby an owner-de�ned threshold. In this ase, a breah is formally de�ned asjPÆ [sjV(D)℄ � PÆ[s℄j > �, where � 2 [0; 1℄ is the threshold. This de�nition ofbreah indues a family of privay guarantees, parameterized by the threshold:BBRDP;S(V ; �) := 8s8(Æ 2 P) jPÆ [sjV(D)℄�PÆ [s℄j � �:Bounded further belief revision (BFBRDP;S). The same idea of allow-ing bounded belief revision yields a natural relaxation of guarantee NFBRDP;S :BFBRDP;S(N ;V ; �) := 8s8(Æ 2 P) jPÆ[sjV(D)℄�PÆ [sjV(D) ^ N (D)℄j � �:



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 9Extent-Independent Guarantees. The privay guarantees we've on-sidered so far depend on the extent of the atual databaseD. The owner is thusfaed with the following dilemma. Cheking the guarantee on a given extent Davoids being overly onservative and rejeting those publishing funtions thatpreserve privay on the atual database but breah it on some other databaseextent D0. On the other hand, this means re-heking the privay guaranteesupon eah update to D. Alternatively, we onsider strengthening the aboveguarantees to hold over all database extents. We obtain the following list ofextent-independent privay guarantees:NDE(V) := 8D NDED(V)NSES(V) := 8D NSEDS (V)NBRP;S(V) := 8D NBRDP;S(V)NFBRP;S(N ;V) := 8D NFBRDP;S(N ;V)BBRP;S(V ; �) := 8D BBRDP;S(V ; �)BFBRP;S(N ;V ; �) := 8D BFBRDP;S(N ;V ; �)As before, it makes sense to arefully onsider the trade-o� betweenstrength of the guarantee and utility of the publishing funtions it allows.In many situations, the proprietary database is known to satisfy a set of in-tegrity onstraints C. By imposing the unrestrited extent-independent guar-antees above, the owner risks exluding a perfetly safe publishing funtionbeause it breaks the guarantees on some database that will never our inpratie sine it violates the onstraints. Clearly, the owner does not need theprivay guarantees to hold on all imaginable databases, but only on a sublassthereof: all databases D satisfying the onstraints in C (denoted D j= C). Thisnatural relaxation yields guarantees that are extent-independent as long asthe extents satisfy the onstraints:NDEC(V) := 8(D j= C) NDED(V)NSECS(V) := 8(D j= C) NSEDS (V)NBRCP;S(V) := 8(D j= C) NBRDP;S(V)NFBRCP;S(N ;V) := 8(D j= C) NFBRDP;S(N ;V)BBRCP;S(V ; �) := 8(D j= C) BBRDP;S(V ; �)BFBRCP;S(N ;V ; �) := 8(D j= C) BFBRDP;S(N ;V ; �)A Similar Privay Model. [5, 6℄ propose a similar privay model for re-lational databases, based on Bayesian belief revision. However the authors donot address the equivalent of the NFBRP;S , BBRP;S , and BFBRP;S guaran-tees, nor do they onsider guarantees parameterized by lasses of probabilitydistributions, or integrity onstraints.



10 Alin Deutsh3 View-Based Publishing3.1 Independent-Tuple AttakersThe appliation of the privay model from [5℄ to view-based publishing waspioneered in seminal work by Miklau and Suiu [19, 20℄.In the setting of [19, 20℄, the publishing funtion V is given by a listof views. Both V and the seret S are spei�ed by onjuntive queries withinequalities.As in Setion 2, an attaker is desribed by a probability distribution Æ onthe set of all databases. However, only attakers desribed by independent-tuple distributions are onsidered. These distributions treat the ourrenesof any two tuples t1, t2 in a given database as independent events. Formally,given a domain Dom, denote the set of all tuples over Dom by tuples(Dom).Any D � tuples(Dom) is a database over domain Dom. Æ is an independent-tuple distribution on the databases overDom if it is indued by a distributionp on tuples(Dom). That is, for any database D over Dom we have (by theindependent-tuple assumption)Æ(D) := Yt2D p(t)� Yt2tuples(Dom)�D(1� p(t)):The attaker's a priori and a posteriori beliefs about the seret S(R) are thenindued by p via Æ as in (1), respetively (2).Perfet privay. Given seret S(D), the views V are onsidered to pre-serve privay against an attaker desribed by distribution Æ if there is nohange between the attaker's a posteriori belief (after seeing V(R)) and his apriori belief (before seeing V(R)) about seret s = S(D): PÆ [s℄ = PÆ [sjV(D)℄.Given a domain Dom, denote with PDom the set of all independent-tuple distributions on databases over Dom indued by distributions overtuples(Dom).Then V is said to maintain perfet privay for seret S, denoted PerfPS(V)if for every domain Dom, every database D over Dom, every seret value sand every distribution Æ 2 PDom, upon observing V(D) the attaker does notrevise his belief that s is the seret:PerfPS(V) := 8Dom 8(D � tuples(Dom)) 8s 8(Æ 2 PDom)PÆ [s℄ = PÆ[sjV(D)℄;or, equivalently in the notation of the GBP model (Setion 2.2),PerfPS(V) := 8Dom 8(D � tuples(Dom)) NBRDPDom;S(V): (4)Note that perfet privay is an extent-independent guarantee. Therefore itneed not be re-heked upon every update to the database.



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 11[19℄ shows that perfet privay is deidable in �p2 in the ombined size ofthe queries de�ning V ;S. The result follows from a key lemma showing thatprivay holds for all domains if it holds for some domain of size polynomialin the number of variables and onstants appearing in the view and seretqueries. Essentially, to hek the guarantee on suh a domainDom, one simplyneeds to enumerate the databases over Dom. There are only �nitely many ofthem (though their number is exponential in the domain size). In a follow-uppaper, Mahanavajjhala et al. [15℄ provide an alternative deision proedurewhih redues perfet privay to heking a number of ontainments betweenqueries onstruted from the views and seret de�nitions. This allows themto leverage well-known results on the omplexity of query ontainment toidentify restritions leading to a PTIME-hekability of the perfet privayguarantee.In addition to a deision proedure for perfet privay, [19℄ introdue alsoa notion equivalent to the bounded belief revision guarantee BBRP;S fromSetion 2.2 (again onsidering only independent-tuple distributions). Further-more, Miklau and Suiu onsider a limited avor of the \no further beliefrevision" guarantee NFBRP;S , in whih the already published views are de-�ned by boolean queries.As reognized in [19, 20℄, the fat that perfet privay only defends againstattakers desribed by independent-tuple distributions is a limitation beauseit ignores attakers whose bakground knowledge gives them orrelations be-tween tuples. For instane, the attaker's bakground knowledge that review-ers r1 and r2 have similar researh expertize and taste an be modeled by adistribution in whih the probability that r1 bids for a paper is similar to theprobability that r2 does. In an additional example, the attaker may knowthat if a patient has a highly ontagious disease, then her spouse likely has it,too. Suh bakground information annot be modeled by independent-tupledistributions.However, limiting attakers to those haraterized by independent-tupledistributions strikes a good balane in the trade-o� between guarantee strengthand feasibility of heking the guarantee. This onlusion is reinfored by astudy (disussed next) of what happens if the limitation is removed.3.2 More General Classes of Attakers[8℄ explores an alternate way to balane the tension between the strength ofthe guarantee and the feasibility of heking it.The study starts from the thesis that data owners annot presume that at-taker's beliefs are indued exlusively by the independent-tuple distributionsof [19, 20℄. However, strengthening the guarantees to onsider more generallasses of attakers arries the potential danger of rendering them too rigid,i.e. violated by too many desirable publishing senarios. Therefore, [8℄ simul-taneously onsiders a relaxation along a di�erent dimension: data owners areassumed willing to aept the privay breah aused by an already published



12 Alin Deutshset of views V , but want to ensure that a new view N will ause no furtherbreah. \Breah" is de�ned as a revision of belief from the a priori of havingobserved V(D) to the a posteriori of having also observed N (D).In the terminology of Setion 2.2, [8℄ introdues and studies preisely thevarious avors of the NFBRP;S guarantee: extent-dependent (NFBRDP;S), andalso extent-independent. Moreover, [8℄ argues that a privay guarantee thatholds for given D, V , S, and N may be violated if it is also known that Dsatis�es a set C of integrity onstraints.Example 8. Assume a hospital database onsisting of four tables:� PW assoiates patients with the ward they are in;� WD assoiates dotors with the wards they are responsible for (severaldotors may share responsibility for the same ward, and the same dotormay share responsibility for several wards);� DA assoiates dotors with the ailments they treat;� PA assoiates patients with the ailments they su�er from.Assume that PW, WD, DA are published and PA is the seret. If the owneralso disloses (or ommon sense leads the attaker to assume) the followingintegrity onstraints, the attaker's belief an be a�eted.� Patients an be treated only by dotors responsible for their ward.� If a patient p su�ers from an ailment a then some dotor treats p for a.If these onstraints do not hold, an attaker may onsider a possible databaseassoiating a patient p with a dotor d who does not over p's ward and hold anon-zero belief that p su�ers from some ailment a treated only by d. However,under the onstraints the seret patient-ailment assoiation PA is a subset of�PA(PW ./ WD ./ DA), to whih (p; a) does not belong. This fores theattaker to revise to 0 his belief about any possible database witnessing (p; a).[8℄ takes into aount suh semanti and integrity onstraints when hekingprivay.Maybe the most interesting dimension of the study in [8℄ stems fromproposing a natural way to lassify attakers, yielding two groups.First, we have the lass of all attakers, desribed by set Pa of unrestriteddistributions. Ideally, this is whom the owner wishes to defend against. Pa ap-tures attakers who exploit orrelations between tuples, and stritly inludesattakers who don't (the ones desribed by the independent-tuple distribu-tions of [19, 20℄).Seond, [8℄ observes that the attaker is often unaware of (or uninterestedin) the details of the possible database D witnessing a seret S(D), as D mayalso involve data that are tangential or irrelevant to the seret. For example,the attaker trying to link patients to their ailment does not are about thepatient's insurane provider or the hospital's parking failities, all of whihould be also stored in the database.



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 13[8℄ therefore onsiders attakers whose bakground knowledge enablesthem to form an opinion that disriminates among possible serets, but whoannot (or do not are to) distinguish among the possible databases witness-ing any given seret. In this survey we all suh attakers seret-foused, and,given a seret S, we denote with PS the set of distributions desribing seret-foused attakers with respet to S.PS is de�ned as follows. Given a distribution ÆS on possible serets, wesay that ÆS indues a distribution Æ on possible databases if Æ satis�es bothof the following onditions:� for every s and every D suh that s = S(D), we havePs=S(D0) Æ(D0) = ÆS(s);� all witnesses of the seret are equi-probable aording to Æ:8D1; D2 S(D1) = S(D2)) Æ(D1) = Æ(D2):Observing that Æ is uniquely determined by ÆS , we have that PS is the set ofdistributions on databases indued by all unrestrited distributions on serets.Note that PS still allows for attakers with arbitrary apaity to disriminateamong the serets, as we start from arbitrary distributions on serets.[8℄ studies the setting in whih the already published views V , the seretS, and the new view N are spei�ed by unions of onjuntive queries withinequalities UCQ6=. The onstraints in C are equivalent to ontainment state-ments between UCQ6= queries. Suh onstraints extend lassial embeddeddependenies [1℄ with disjuntion and inequalities, and an express suh om-mon integrity onstraints as keys and foreign keys, funtional, inlusion andjoin dependenies [1℄, ardinality onstraints, and beyond.For the extent-dependent guarantees, [8℄ shows that NFBRDPa;S(V ;N )is �p2 -omplete in the ombined size of the queries and database, whileNFBRDPS ;S(V ;N ) is in PSPACE. These results hold even when the attakerknows that D satis�es a set C of onstraints, as long as C is weakly ayli [9,10℄. In addition, both extent-independent guarantees NFBRPa;S(V ;N ) andNFBRPS ;S(V ;N ) are undeidable [8℄, even in the absene of onstraints(C = ;).These results should be viewed in light of the fat that in generalization-based publishing (disussed in Setion 4), deiding whether an anonymizationis optimal is NP-omplete in the size of the database.While the above results render the proposed privay guarantees imprati-al in the urrent form, the study in [8℄ is a �rst step toward identifying restri-tions leading to tratability on the views, seret and onstraints. Moreover, thestudy proves that hanging the lass of attaker distributions yields a novelprivay guarantee, whih is qualitatively di�erent from the version in [19, 20℄,as witnessed by the di�erent omplexity and deidability bounds. Finally, theontrast between the various lasses of attakers onsidered in [19, 20℄ and [8℄shows the diÆulty of striking the right balane between the strength of theguarantee and the feasibility of heking it.



14 Alin Deutsh4 Generalization-Based PublishingThe onept of anonymization by generalization [23, 24℄ was introdued toenable the publishing of data about individuals for the purpose of studies(e.g. omputing statistis and data mining), while making it hard to pinpointthe exat individual assoiated with eah data value. A anonial examplepertains to a hospital that publishes seemingly anonymized data by releasingthe age, gender and zip ode of its patients together with the disease, in thehope that by leaving out the name and soial seurity number attakers annotinfer who su�ers from what disease.Sweeney shows that this hope is unfounded [24℄, as over 85% of the USpopulation is identi�ed by the ombination of age, gender and zip. This datais aessible to attakers either beause they know the person, or simply frompublily available databases suh as voter registration lists. In a notoriousillustration of her point, Sweeney unovered the medial history of a formergovernor of Massahusetts by ombining the medial data with the registrationlist.The attaks based on ombining the anonymized data with external publidatabases are alled linking attaks. Sweeney argues that in order to defendagainst linking attaks, the data owner must onservatively assume that theattaker has aess to the publi database, and that the information in thisdatabase uniquely identi�es the individual. The upshot of this assumption isthat the attaker has aess to the identity of eah individual, as if the ownerhad published it. Therefore, the best a defense against linking attaks anaomplish is to hide the assoiation between the individual's identity andthe sensitive data (suh as her disease, salary, et.).In detail, work on anonymization by generalization onsiders a databaseontaining a single relation R(ID;QI; S), where� the list of attributes ID omprises the person's identi�er(e.g. (ssn) or (�rst name, middle name, last name)),� the list of attributes QI gives the person's quasi-identi�er(e.g. (age,gender,zip)) whih an be used to look up the atual identi�erin some publi database of shema ID;QI , and� S is the list of sensitive attributes (e.g. disease, salary, et.).Assoiation between identity and sensitive attributes.We say thatidentity id is assoiated in R to sensitive attribute value s if there exists sometuple r 2 R with r[ID℄ = id and r[S℄ = s.Generalization funtion. To keep assoiations private, the owner anon-ymizes the QI attributes using a generalization funtion g. g hides the atualvalues of the QI attributes, replaing them with more general values. Forinstane, an age value is replaed by an age interval, a zip ode hanged bydropping some of its least signi�ant digits. In the extreme, the generalizationfuntion an hide the attribute value ompletely by replaing it with the wildard \*". This is alled attribute suppression.



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 15Proprietary data Anonymized dataName Age Gender Zip AilmentJohn 20 M 92122 uJane 22 F 92121 pneumoniaJak 26 M 92093 oldJill 29 F 92094 bronhitis Age Gender Zip Ailment[20-25) * 9212* u[20-25) * 9212* pneumonia[25-30) * 9209* old[25-30) * 9209* bronhitisFig. 1. Anonymization in Example 9Anonymization. The generalization funtion g de�nes an anonymizingfuntion Ag on R, whih drops the ID attributes of eah R-tuple, keeps thesensitive attributes unhanged, and substitutes the QI attributes with theresult of g. If dupliates are reated in this proess, then they are all preserved.We haveAg(R) := fft : QI; Sj r 2 R; t[QI ℄ = g(r[QI ℄) ^ t[S℄ = r[S℄gg;where t[X ℄ denotes the projetion of tuple t on attribute list X , and whereffgg denote multi-set omprehensions (whih preserve dupliates, as opposedto the set omprehensions denoted with fg).Example 9. In Figure 1, the proprietary table R on the left has ID attributeName, QI attributes Age, Gender, Zip, and S attribute Ailment. The tableon the right is its anonymization Ag(R) where g replaes age with the 5-yearinterval it falls in, suppresses gender and hides the least signi�ant digit ofthe zip ode.Given a tuple r 2 R, the owner wishes to preserve the privay of theassoiation between the identi�er r[ID℄ and the sensitive attribute valuesr[S℄. Sine the sensitive attributes are published in lear, the attaker needsto guess only r[ID℄. Intuitively, the anonymization Ag \hides the identityr[ID℄ in a rowd" of possible identities, foring the attaker to guess amongthem. The larger the rowd, the lower the hane of guessing right.Equivalene under generalization. This rowd omprises the identitiesof all tuples whose projetion on the quasi-identi�ers generalizes under g tothe same value. It is easy to see that the property of two tuples having thesame image of their QI projetion under g is an equivalene relation. Denotingwith [r℄Rg the equivalene lass of r, we have[r℄Rg := fr0 2 R j g(r0[QI ℄) = g(r[QI ℄)g:In Example 9, the tuples of table R are partitioned by g into two equiv-alene lasses, one omprising the tuples for John and Jane, the other thetuples for Jak and Jill.Now onsider a tuple t 2 Ag(R) whih is the image under Ag of sometuple r 2 R. When the attaker observes the ourrene of sensitive attribute



16 Alin Deutshvalue s in t (t[S℄ = s), the identities whih ould be assoiated with t[S℄in the atual database R are those of the tuples in r's equivalene lass:f : ID j r 2 [r℄Rg ; [ID℄ = r[ID℄g. In Example 9, the attaker onludes thateither Jak or Jill an have bronhitis.Assumptions on the attaker's knowledge. As introdued in [23, 24℄,the defense against linking attaks relies on a few impliit assumptions, alsoadopted by follow-up work. We expliitly list them below:A1 For every r 2 R, the attaker knows that r[ID℄ ours in the database (e.g.beause r[ID℄ identi�es an aquaintane or elebrity whose hospitalizationthe attaker is aware of).A2 For every r 2 R, the attaker knows the value of the quasi-identi�erattributes r[QI ℄ (e.g. due to aess to some external publi database).A3 The attaker has no additional external knowledge to disriminate amongthe possible identities, thus treating them as equi-probable.Util The owner is willing to live with the privay breah aused by publish-ing the projetion of R on S in the lear, sine this is a minimal utilityrequirement for statistial and data mining omputations performed byonsumers of the released data.Note that assumptions A1 and A2 are onservative, and any guaran-tee holding under them also defends against less informed attakers. In on-trast, assumption A3 is optimisti and weakens any guarantee, as it ig-nores attakers who improve their guessing odds by exploiting bakgroundknowledge to disriminate among alternatives. We address below versions ofanonymity whih relax this assumption. Finally, regarding assumption Util,note that [23℄ and most of its follow-up work onerns itself with hoosinggeneralizations of the quasi-identi�er attributes so as to minimize informationloss, with the understanding that the sensitive data is released in the lear.Relationship to GBP Model. We show the onnetion between theGBPmodel and the privay guarantees o�ered by an arbitrary anonymizationof a table via generalization. This will enable a omparison to the privayguarantees desribed in Setion 3. Moreover, it will allow us to ontrast variousanonymization guarantees found in the literature using a uniform framework.� In typial studies of generalization, the proprietary database D onsists ofa single relation R of shema (ID;QI; S).� Assumptions A1 and A2 an be modeled by just as well assuming thatthe owner (or some other authority) has already published the projetionof R on ID;QI : Vid(R) := �ID;QI(R):� In our modeling, we separate the owner's onerns on releasing the sen-sitive data (none aording to assumption Util) and the quasi-identi�erdata (serious onerns, alling for generalization). To this end, we onsiderthe projetion of R on the sensitive attributes S as good as published, bya view



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 17Vs(R) := fft : S j r 2 R; t[S℄ = r[S℄gg:Note that Vs is de�ned under multi-set semantis (it preserves dupliates),thus revealing the distribution of sensitive values in the underlying popu-lation for the bene�t of statistial studies.In addition, the owner ontemplates a new data release: the table Ranonymized using publishing funtion Ag whih assoiates anonymizedquasi-identifiers with lear sensitive values. 3Under assumption Util, the owner is not onerned about the attaker'sbelief revision aused by seeing the sensitive values. The only revision shewishes to bound is aused by onsidering Ag(R) on top of Vs(R). To thisend, we adopt the following onvention: a priori every attaker has aessto views Vid(R) and Vs(R). We denote with V the publishing funtiongiven by the pair of views Vid; Vs. A posteriori refers to having releasedAg(R) on top of V(R).� For eah proprietary tuple r 2 R, both the identity value r[ID℄ and thesensitive value r[S℄ are known a priori to the attaker via views Vid, re-spetively Vs. The attaker is unertain only about whether the two areassoiated in R. To hide this assoiation from the attaker, the owner de-lares as seret the boolean query that heks the existene of some tupler0 2 R whih witnesses the assoiation:Sr := 9(r0 2 R) r0[ID℄ = r[ID℄ ^ r0[S℄ = r[S℄:Note that the seret does not inlude the quasi-identi�er attributes, as byassumption A2, these are known for every identi�er anyway (via Vid).� Under assumption A3, the owner guards only against a single type of at-takers, namely those who for lak of additional external knowledge deemall possible databases equally likely. We model these attakers by the uni-form probability distribution u on possible databases.Denote the multipliity of sensitive value s in table X with mult(s;X).Then it is easy to verify that, under assumptions A1,A2, and A3, the prob-ability that id = r[ID℄ is assoiated to s = r[S℄ in R (i.e. that seret Srholds) is a priori (i.e. after seeing V(R)) given by mult(s;R)jRj . The a posterioriprobability (after seeing Ag(R)) equals mult(s;[rRg )j[r℄Rg j . It follows that g o�ers thefollowing guarantee of bounded belief revision for seret Sr:BFBRRfug;Sr (V ;Ag ; jmult(r[S℄; [r℄Rg )j[r℄Rg j � mult(r[S℄; R)jRj j):This immediately yields that the anonymization of R via g satis�es the fol-lowing privay guarantee:3 In pratie, view Vs(R) is released simultaneously with anonymized table Ag(R)(as its projetion on S), not prior to it. Our modeling is merely a means to aptureassumption Util.



18 Alin Deutshr̂2RBFBRRfug;Sr (V ;Ag; jmult(r[S℄; [r℄Rg )j[r℄Rg j � mult(r[S℄; R)jRj j): (5)Note that the frequeny of a sensitive value s in the entire table R an divergewidely from the frequeny of s in the equivalene lass of some r 2 R. In aworst-ase senario when s is predominant in R (its frequeny in R is loseto 1) but very infrequent in r's equivalene lass, the belief revision for seretSr is onsiderably lose to 1, whih is the maximum possible.4.1 K-AnonymityIn this setion, we expose the onnetion between the original work on k-anonymity and the attaker's Bayesian belief revision. Casting the terminologyof [23, 24℄ in terms of the GBP model, we �nd that [23, 24℄ bounds theattaker's belief revision by requiring the generalization funtion g to indueonly equivalene lasses of ardinality at least k. In that ase, g is alledk-anonymous, whih we shall denote anonRk (g):anonRk (g) := 8(r 2 R) j[r℄Rg j � k:For instane, funtion g in Example 9 is 2-anonymous.By the above disussion, k-anonymity immediately implies that for a givenourrene of sensitive attribute value s in some tuple t of the anonymizeddata, there are at least k distint identities whih ould be assoiated with sin the atual database R. Under assumptions A1,A2, and A3, the attaker'sodds of guessing that indeed r[ID℄ is the orret identity are at most 1=k.Previous work has interpreted this fat as implying that the probabilityof orretly guessing that identity id is assoiated in R to sensitive data values is at most 1=k. As pointed out in [16℄ and detailed below, this onlusionis unjusti�ed: it is aused by the onfusion between the value of the sensitiveattributes and their ourrene. Spei�ally, if sensitive value s ours l timesin r's equivalene lass, then the probability that r[ID℄ is assoiated withvalue s is the sum over all ourrenes of s of the probability that r[ID℄ is as-soiated with that ourrene, yielding lj[r℄Rg j . This quantity an be arbitrarilylarger than 1k , reahing 1 in the extreme ase when all tuples in r's equiva-lene lass have the same sensitive value. This observation gives an alternativeexplanation why k-anonymity provides no meaningful privay guarantees ingeneral.Before disussing in the following setions re�nements of k-anonymitywhih address this problem, we �rst artiulate an impliit assumption un-der whih k-anonymity does bound by 1k the probability of guessing seretSr.A4 For every r 2 R, sensitive value r[S℄ ours only one in [r℄Rg .



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 19We are now ready to relate the de�nition of k-anonymity with the GBPmodel. Under additional assumption A4, if g yields a k-anonymization of Rthen the a priori probability of Sr is 1jRj and the a posteriori probability is1j[r℄Rg j � 1k : (anonRk (g) ^A4) , r̂2RBFBRRfug;Sr(V ;Ag ; 1k � 1jRj ) (6)) r̂2RBFBRRfug;Sr(V ;Ag ; 1k ): (7)(7) states that under assumption A4 the amount of belief revision for eahseret Sr is bounded by a onstant rather than the size of the database.We disuss next a widely appliable guarantee that lifts restrition A4,relaxes restrition A3, and still bounds the amount of belief revision by anowner-de�ned onstant.4.2 L-DiversityMahanavajjhala et al. [16℄ point out two key de�ienies of the k-anonymityguarantee: it does not withstand so-alled homogeneity and bakground at-taks.In the general ase when sensitive attribute values may our more thanone in R, vulnerability to homogeneity attaks arises whenever few sensitivevalues our with high multipliity in an equivalene lass. In partiular, whenall tuples in r's equivalene lass share the same sensitive value s, any attakeran infer with ertainty that r[ID℄ is assoiated with s. In this ase, theattaker learns the maximum possible amount of information about the seretSr sine its a posteriori probability is 1.In bakground attaks, the attaker exploits external bakground informa-tion to rule out a number of sensitive values as being de�nitely not assoiatedto r[ID℄. The remaining alternatives are onsidered equi-probable. This lassof attakers is not overed by k-anonymity, whih onsiders the single attakerwho a priori deems all assoiations equi-probable.[16℄ proposes the onept of l-diversity to remedy these de�ienies of k-anonymity. The intuition behind this onept is to defend against attakerswho are able to rule out at most l � 1 sensitive values from the equivalenelass of eah r 2 R, by ensuring that the frequeny of eah sensitive value inthe remaining set of tuples is upper bounded by an owner-de�ned threshold.[16℄ introdues the notion of reursive (; l)-diversity as a suÆient onditionfor l-diversity.For every r 2 R, let o be the number of distint sensitive values ourring inr's equivalene lass. Let their list be s1; : : : ; so, and let mi be the multipliityof si in r's equivalene lass. Assuming w.l.o.g. that m1 � m2 � : : : � mo, wesay that the equivalene lass of r satis�es reursive (; l)-diversity if



20 Alin Deutsh m1 � (ml +ml+1 + : : :+mo)for some onstant . We say that g satis�es reursive (; l)-diversity for R,denoted r-div;l(g;R), if for every r 2 R, r's equivalene lass satis�es reursive(; l)-diversity.Example 10. The anonymized table in Figure 1 satis�es reursive (1,2)-diversity.Reursive (; l)-diversity has two immediate impliations.First, it enables owners to drop assumption A4, thus extending applia-bility of the guarantee to tables with dupliate sensitive values. Indeed, it iseasy to hek that under assumptions A1, A2 and A3, (; l)-diversity im-poses an upper bound of 1+ on the attaker's a posteriori and a priori belief,and hene on the belief revision that Sr holds. Reursive (; l)-diversity thusprovides defense even when assumption A4 is violated.Seond, reursive (; l)-diversity allows to relax assumption A3 to aom-modate defense against bakground attaks. [16℄ shows that this guaranteeimplies that regardless of whih (at most) l � 1 sensitive values are prunedfrom r's equivalene lass as being unassoiated to r[ID℄ (aording to bak-ground information), the frequeny of eah remaining sensitive value in thepruned equivalene lass is at most 1+ . This is the upper bound on the aposteriori belief about seret Sr.[17℄ disusses additional re�nements of (; l)-diversity, relaxing the de�ni-tion to allow for the dislosure of attributes for ertain individuals with lessstringent privay onerns. The authors also show that l-diversity is a pra-tial notion, not only beause it defends against more realisti attaks thank-anonymity, but also beause �nding an optimal l-diverse generalization of atable an be done no less eÆiently than �nding an optimal k-anonymization.Mahanavajjhala et al. show how to exploit the strutural similarity of the twoprivay notions to easily adapt to l-diversity the state-of-the-art tehniquesdeveloped for k-anonymity, suh as the Inognito algorithm [12℄.In the remainder of this setion, we onnet l-diversity to theGBP model.Relationship to the GBP Model. The insight that when assumption A4does not hold K-anonymity provides no guarantees, is also reeted in theGBP model. Spei�ally, in the pathologial ase when all tuples in r's equiv-alene lass share the same sensitive value, the posterior probability of Sr isgiven by Pu[SrjV(R) ^Ag(R)℄ = mult(r[S℄; [r℄Rg )j[r℄Rg j = 1so from (5) we obtain that the only guarantee possible for Sr isBFBRRfug;Sr(V ;Ag ; 1� mult(r[S℄; R)jRj ):This is a trivial guarantee, satis�ed by any anonymization, inluding those inwhih the seret Sr is ompletely exposed.



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 21In ontrast, it is easily veri�ed that, even after dropping assumption A4,reursive (; l)-diversity guarantees thatmult(r[S℄; R)jRj � mult(r[S℄; [r℄Rg )j[r℄Rg j � 1 + whih implies that the further belief revision is bounded by 1+ . Plugging thisbound into (5), we obtainr-divR;l(g) ) r̂2RBFBRRfug;Sr(V ;Ag ; 1 +  ):A remarkable fat about reursive (; l)-diversity is that it represents the�rst anonymity avor that looks beyond the uninformed attaker desribedby the uniform probability distribution. The lass of attakers it onsiders anbe desribed by the following family of probability distributions. We say thata probability distribution Æ is l-pruning if it satis�es both onditions below:� for every r 2 R, there is a set Vr of sensitive values ourring in [r℄Rg , suhthat{ jVrj < l and{ for every database R0, Æ(R0) = 0 if and only if there are r0 2 R andv 2 Vr0 suh that R0 ontains the assoiation of r0[ID℄ with v;� all databases with non-zero probability are equi-probable.Intuitively, Vr is the set of alternatives whih the attaker rules out as unas-soiated to r[ID℄. Denoting with LP all l-pruning distributions given by Rand g, we have r-divR;l(g)) r̂2RBFBRRLP;Sr(V ;Ag ; 1 +  ):Sine LP is generated by all possible hoies of Vr, the guarantee defendsagainst all attakers able to rule out at most l�1 alternatives, no matter whihthese alternatives are, as ditated by the various attakers' bakgrounds.We onlude this setion with a few remarks.4.3 Additional Remarks on Anonymization TehniquesComplexity of Finding Optimal Anonymizations. Clearly one extremeway to ensure k-anonymity is to generalize tuples into a single equivalenelass. This would of ourse minimize the utility of the released data. [18℄studies the problem of �nding the k-anonymization whih inurs the leastamount of data loss due to generalization (for various metri for data loss),showing that the problem of optimal k-anonymization is NP-omplete. Sev-eral follow-up papers propose pratial k-anonymization algorithms based onapproximations and heuristis [12, 3, 7, 4℄. While Mahanavajjhala et al. do



22 Alin Deutshnot provide a lower bound for �nding optimal l-diverse anonymizations, theyonjeture NP-hardness as well, and show how to adapt the Inognito Algo-rithm [12℄.Sensitive Data Generalization. There are slight exeptions from as-sumption Util: an example ours in [22℄. In this work, sensitive data is notpublished in the lear, but generalized itself using a funtion f . The gener-alization funtion f exploits a hierarhy among onepts in the sensitive do-main, treating anestor onepts as more general than desendant onepts.For instane, instead of displaying \pneumonia", the owner may release amore general onept suh as \respiratory trat problems" whih in turn isgeneralized by \antibioti-urable ailment". Evidently the objetive in [22℄ isto minimize the information loss resulting from generalization of both quasi-identi�ers and sensitive attributes. We an apture this senario as well in theGBP model, by simply adjusting assumption Util to state that the owner iswilling to live with the attaker's belief after seeing the generalized sensitivevalues desribed by view Vs(R) := f(�S(R)).T-Closeness. One paper that expliitly states and exploits assumptionUtil is [14℄. It onsiders the probability distribution p on the serets fSrgr2Rafter seeing the entire anonymized table Ag(R), and the probability distri-bution q of the sensitive values in R, i.e. in Vs(R). The authors introduethe privay guarantee of t-loseness, whih holds if the distribution distanebetween p and q is smaller than a parameter threshold t. The authors showshortomings of standard metris for omparing distributions and proposetheir own. They also show that the searh for a t-lose anonymization thatmaximizes utility (under a standard measure) an be performed by adapt-ing eÆient algorithms developed for k-anonymity. However, t-loseness doesnot subsume k-anonymity and the authors suggest ombining the two beforereleasing an anonymized table.An Alternative Bayesian Modeling. [17℄ ompares the notion of l-diversity to a model alled Bayesian Optimal Privay (BOP) model. Just likethe GBP model, the BOP model is based on belief revision. However, theauthors onlude a mismath between l-diversity and the BOP model. Asdemonstrated in this setion, the reason is not due to any fundamental mis-math between Bayesian privay models and l-diversity. Rather, it stems fromthe partiular modeling hoie in [17℄ whih ignores assumptionUtil: [17℄ on-siders that a priori the attaker sees Vid(R) but not Vs(R). The diÆulty withthis modeling (identi�ed in [17℄ as well) is that to estimate the attaker's apriori belief revision about Sr, we require knowledge of the attaker's proba-bility distribution on the domain of all sensitive values, whih is an unrealistiexpetation. The modeling we desribe in this setion surmounts this obstale,as under assumption Util, it needn't are about this distribution; it only on-siders belief revision starting from the attaker's adjusted belief after seeingVs(R). We an estimate this belief (as in (5)), regardless of the belief beforeseeing Vs(R).



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 23work attaker lasses onsidered[8℄ all Pa;seret-foused PS[19, 20℄ independent-tuple Pit[16, 17℄ l-pruning LP[23, 24℄ uniform distribution Pu = fug Pu � LP � PSPit � PaFig. 2. Classes of attakers onsidered by privay guarantees in various worksk-Anonymous Views. An intriguing idea introdued by Jajodia et alin [25℄ is to apply the notion of k-anonymity to view-based publishing. Thesetting is similar to generalization-based publishing: we have a single table Rwith identity attributes ID and sensitive attributes S. The owner publishesdata from R via views expressed as onjuntive queries. It is assumed that re-leasing all identi�ers �ID(R) and all sensitive attributes �S(R) is aeptableto the owner, but releasing the assoiation between them is not.A view V is said to satisfy k-anonymity if for every identi�er id 2 �ID(R),there are k distint possible databases fR1; : : : ; Rkg � [R℄V , eah assoiatingid with a distint sensitive value s1; : : : ; sk.This guarantee an be onneted to the GBP model as follows. Say thatan attaker is uniform seret-foused if he is desribed by a distribution ondatabases whih is generated by a uniform distribution on serets. Given seretS, there is only one suh uniform seret-foused distribution, ÆS . Then viewV 's k-anonymity implies r̂2RBFBRRfÆSrg;Sr(V ; V; 1k ):where V are the views (onsidered a priori known to the attaker)�ID(R) and�S(R), and Sr is the seret assoiation for tuple r, as de�ned in Setion 4.1.5 View-Based Versus Generalization-Based PublishingThe formalization of various privay guarantees in terms of the GBP modelallows us to qualitatively ompare view-based and generalization-based pri-vay guarantees.Abstrating from the di�erent expressive powers of the publishing fun-tions V and N (views versus generalizations), the fundamental di�erene be-tween these guarantees remains the lass of probability distributions used tomodel attakers.The guarantee in [8℄ is the most onservative one, onsidering all typesof attakers (with the drawbak of high omplexity for deiding the extent-dependent guarantees, and undeidability in the extent-independent ase).



24 Alin DeutshMiklau and Suiu's guarantee of perfet privay onsiders a sublass of at-takers desribed by independent-tuple distributions, with the bene�t of fea-turing better deision omplexity. Reursive (; l)-diversity requires l-pruningdistributions, whih are a sublass of the distributions of [8℄. L-pruning distri-butions are also partiular ases of independent-tuple distributions. Finally,the uniform distribution u impliitly used to model attakers in k-anonymityis a partiular ase of l-pruning distributions (for l = 1). Figure 2 summarizesthe relationship between the various lasses of attakers.Note that the lasses Pa;PS ;Pit were introdued for view-based privay,while LP and Pu for generalization-based privay. There is no reason why thevarious lasses of attakers should not be onsidered uniformly, aross bothpublishing paradigms.6 Privay in Open-World IntegrationSo far we have only onsidered publishing settings in whih V is a funtion.However, this modeling leaves out an important publishing paradigm, namelyopen-world integration [11, 13℄.In open-world integration, a olletion L of data soures (also known asloal databases) is registered into an integrated database G (also known asthe global database). Eah data soure is registered by stating the inlusion ofa publishable data subset into G. The publishable subset is typially spei�edby a query against the loal database, and the global dataset ontaining it isspei�ed by a query against the global database. This allows for instane aToyota ar dealer to register the lassi�ed deals in her database as a subset ofthe Toyota deals from the global database of a portal overing many dealer-ships. If the portal o�ers several brands, speifying its Toyota deals requiresa seletion query.Suh inlusion statements do not uniquely determine the global database,sine whenever a global database G satis�es them, so does any other databasestritly ontaining the tuples in G. Consequently, the relation V between loal(proprietary) and global (publi) database is not funtional: V assoiates anyextent of loal databases L to an in�nite family of global databases. Towardsa well-de�ned semantis of answering appliation queries Q against the globalshema, the notion of ertain answers was introdued [11, 13℄. Given a set Lof loal databases, the ertain answer of Q against the global shema is theset of all tuples appearing in the answer of Q on all global databases G relatedto L: ertQ(L) = \(L;G)2VQ(G):Clients (and therefore attakers) an interat with the integration systemonly by posing queries against the global shema and reeiving their ertainanswer. In suh a setting, it still makes sense to allow the owner of an indi-vidual loal database to speify the sensitive data using a query S againstthe loal database. Privay of the seret an still be de�ned in terms of no



Privay in Database Publishing: A Bayesian Perspetive 25(or bounded) belief revision, whih depends on the possible loal databases,analogous to the GBP model.However, the possible loal databases now represent preisely those whihare indistinguishable from the atual loal database by an arbitrary interationwith the integration system. That is, they annot be distinguished by posingarbitrary-length sequenes of arbitrary queries against the global shema andobserving their ertain answer.The problem is that the spae of possible interations between attakerand integration system is in�nite, so this de�nition does not immediately leadto an algorithm for identifying the set of possible loal databases, whih inturn hinders the development of an algorithm for heking privay guarantees.[21℄ solves the problem in a setting where V is given by ontainmentstatements between a union of onjuntive queries with inequalities (UCQ6=)against the loal data and a UCQ6= query against the global data (suh state-ments are also known as GLAV [11, 13℄ or soure-target onstraints [10℄). Theseret S is also given by a UCQ6= query against the loal database. [21℄ showsthat, instead of onsidering the in�nitely many possible interations of an at-taker with the integration system, it suÆes to fous on a single, anoniallybuilt interation. This anonial interation is optimal in the sense that itposes a �nite set of queries against the integration system, suh that no fur-ther queries an attaker ould oneive give additional information. More pre-isely, the ertain answers of the anonial queries suÆe to reverse-engineerpreisely the set of possible loal databases. This in turn enables formulatingand heking all extent-dependent GBP privay guarantees (Setion 2).7 ConlusionsIn this hapter, we redued various instantiations of the view-based andgeneralization-based publishing to the GBP model, also showing how to ap-ply it to publishing in open-world integration. This redution o�ers a unifyingperspetive on various seemingly disparate privay guarantees developed in-dependently for the various publishing paradigms.We have applied theGBP model to settings in whih the publishing trans-formation is deterministially de�ned as either a funtion or a relation. Thisassumption leaves out the mature line of researh on preserving privay byrandomizing the data (see for instane [2℄ and referenes within).Referenes1. Serge Abiteboul, Rihard Hull, and Vitor Vianu. Foundations of Databases.Addison-Wesley, 1995.2. Charu C. Aggarwal. On randomization, publi information and the urse ofdimensionality. In International Conferene on Data Engineering (ICDE), pages136{145, 2007.
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